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“Oh? How to check it?” Wu Yang suddenly looked at Solmen Chan and asked in
confusion.

“Naturally, it is to verify the strength of Qinglong.”

“Didn’t this girl say that they have made great progress under the guidance of instructor
Chu.”

“It just so happens that the disciple I brought today is also my ex. I have just been hired
in a few days. I was trained by me for more than a month.”

“Let him come and try Qinglong’s results. See if this Chu instructor is a real talent or a
fake expert.”

“I don’t know the commander of the military,” How do you feel about it?” Solmen Chan
looked at Wu Yang with a smile on his face and said slowly.

In fact, the reason why Solmen Chan brought his disciples over was to show off with the
Qinglong team.

Originally, Solmen Chan just wanted to frustrate Mark’s spirit, and at the same time raise
his prestige in front of Wu Yang.

But now, catching up with such an opportunity can undoubtedly become the last straw to
overwhelm the camel.

Solmen Chan knew that Wu Yang had already begun to doubt Mark’s ability.

Wu Yang would never refuse to make such a suggestion.

Sure enough, Wu Yang nodded and said, “Well, you can give it a try.”

“What about you, shouldn’t you have any comments?” Wu Yang looked at Qinglong and
the others and asked coldly.

Taishan and the others are all bloody temperaments, and they have never been
counseled about fighting.



What’s more, a few days ago, they had just defeated the three special teams under Lu
Cangqiong, known as the Blades of the Summer, and it was a big show.

In this case, they are naturally not afraid of any challenges.

So without thinking, I just agreed.

Expressed willingness to fight.

“Let’s say, who do you want to compare with among the five of us?” Croven Li and
others looked at Solmen Chan’s apprentice and asked proudly.

“No, let’s go together.”

The man said blankly, coldly.

Croven Li and the others were shocked when they heard: “I’m going, brother is okay,
crazy enough!” “Not to mention how strong you are. Croven Li likes your confidence
alone.”

“However, it is natural to compare and contrast. We must pay attention to fairness.”

“If we bully the less by more, then we will win in a while, and that is not martial.”

“Well, if you don’t dislike it, let me Croven Li and learn about your strength. “

“I, Croven Li, although I am the weakest in the Qinglong team, I think it is enough to
teach you such a cat and dog.”

As he spoke, Croven Li’s eyebrows suddenly chilled, and then he suddenly drank.

“Brother, look at the move!” Boom~ Five fingers curled up, waist exerted force.

Croven Li gave a stern punch, but he slammed it on the chest of the man in front of him.

However, seeing Croven Li’s attack, Solmen Chan sneered and shook his head and
said, “It’s too slow~” Sure enough, as Solmen Chan’s words just fell, his disciples
immediately attacked.

That whip leg, just like a long snake, fast like an aurora.

, Croven Li was kicked in the abdomen only by a bang, and Croven Li flew out like a kite
with a broken line amid the screams.

“Croven~” Sara Ma and the others were shocked, and hurriedly went to help.

“It’s too weak.”



“It’s no different from a chicken and dog.”

At this time, a cold voice came from the disciple Solmen Chan.

When Sara Ma and others heard this, they were furious: “a*shole!” “Do you dare to insult
us?” “Looking for death!” Sara Ma rushed over immediately in the roar.
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However, this time Sara Ma didn’t even get close, so he was beaten by the opponent for
several meters.

“I said, let’s go together, you still have a chance.”

“It’s just to be humiliated by yourself.”

This person said in a deep voice, full of contempt and disdain in his indifferent tone. .

However, these words fell into Qinglong’s ears, which was undoubtedly a great shame.

The remaining Taishan and Gao Dazhuang suddenly exploded.

“a*shole, I did it with you!” The two roared, and then rushed towards the man together.

Either fist or palm, the two attacked Solmen Chan’s disciple with a left and right fist.

However, facing the encirclement of the two, this disciple stood without panic, just like
that.

There was peace in the deep eyes.

It wasn’t until the attack of the two of Taishan that the man leaned sideways to hide.

Then he stepped on the ground and stood up, with a beautiful whirlwind leg directly
hitting the two heads of Taishan.

Bang bang~ Amidst two consecutive noises, Mount Tai and the others were all kicked
out.

Just like this, in just ten seconds, four of the five members of the Azure Dragon team
lost.

Moreover, under Solmen Chan’s disciples, Croven Li and others have not even made a
single move.

“Pretty!” Orell Lin clapped his hands when he saw it.



Repeatedly sighed: “Famous teachers have high apprentices, famous teachers have
high apprentices~” “Commander Lin praised me. Although my disciple has a good talent,
the main reason is that his opponent is too weak. This professor and disciple asks from
a university. It is not just anyone who can I did it.”

Solmen Chan smiled proudly and pointed at Mark.

“Do you want to continue?” At this time, after dealing with the four people, Solmen
Chan’s apprentice stood with his hand shouldered, and his eyes fell on the last person,
Denren.

However, before Denren could answer, Croven Li and the others had already risen from
the ground, and their iron-green faces roared: “Come, come again!” “We are not
convinced~” Just when Croven Li and the others rushed up to fight again. , Wu Yang,
who could not bear it, finally got angry.

“Enough!” “Isn’t it embarrassing enough to practice like this?” “There are so many
people that they can’t even hold on to one move.”

“So many days of training, is it possible that you have practiced dogs?” “That’s it, still
want to be the strongest in the summer?”

“It’s a dream!” Wu Yang was really mad.

Although, it seemed that when Croven Li and the group of people were sleeping and
bathing during training time, Wu Yang was already mentally prepared, knowing that their
strength would not be too strong.

However, Wu Yang never expected that people like Qinglong would become like this?

With so many people, even the other party hasn’t gone through a trick?

At that time, Wu Yang was trembling with anger, and only felt that he had believed in the
wrong person and was deceived by Mark’s bastard.

“Commander, we…”

Denren wanted to explain something.

, “Enough, no need to say anything.”

“You five, just stay here, waiting for orders!” “During this period, it is forbidden to leave
here.”

Wu Yang shouted angrily, and then walked away.

Seeing such a scene, Orell Lin and Solmen Chan looked at each other and smiled, as if
the conspiracy succeeded.



After that, they did not stay here either, but chased them in the direction where Wu Yang
left.

However, Solmen Chan asked his so-called disciple to leave first without going far.

“Brother, there is nothing to do with you here, you should go back first.”

“Well, brother, I wish you the best of your wishes and become the chief instructor of the
three services!” The man who defeated Croven Li and others before smiled at Solmen
Chan Tao, then turned and left.

“What else does Denren want to explain.”

“Enough, no need to say anything.”

“You five, just stay here, waiting for orders!”

“During this period, it is forbidden to leave here.”

Wu Yang snorted angrily, and then flicked away. Seeing such a scene, Orell Lin and
Solmen Chan looked at each other with a smile, as if the conspiracy had succeeded.
Afterwards, they did not stay here, but moved towards. Wu Yang chased him in the
direction where Wu Yang left. However, before he went far, Solmen Chan asked his
so-called disciple to leave first. “Junior Brother, there is nothing to do with you here, you
should go back first.

“Well, brother, I hope you will be appointed as the chief instructor of the armed forces!

“The man who had defeated Croven Li and others before smiled at Solmen Chan, then
turned and left.

“What else does Denren want to explain.”

“Enough, no need to say anything.”

“You five, just stay here, waiting for orders!”

“During this period, it is forbidden to leave here.”

Wu Yang snorted angrily, and then flicked away. Seeing such a scene, Orell Lin and
Solmen Chan looked at each other with a smile, as if the conspiracy had succeeded.
Afterwards, they did not stay here, but moved towards. Wu Yang chased him in the
direction where Wu Yang left. However, before he went far, Solmen Chan asked his
so-called disciple to leave first. “Junior Brother, there is nothing to do with you here, you
should go back first.

“Well, brother, I hope you will be appointed as the chief instructor of the armed forces!



“The man who had defeated Croven Li and others before smiled at Solmen Chan, then
turned and left.
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